
Sword 1391 

Chapter 1391 

“No way, you… 

“Commander Lennon wouldn’t be so young…” 

Old Madam Zackman looked at Sean carefully before shaking her head and saying. 

It was hard for her to believe that Commander Lennon, who defended the borders, was a young man in 

his 20s. 

After all, Old Master Zackman was always full of awe when he mentioned Commander Lennon. 

Many people would assume that Commander Lennon must be old when a man in his 60s looked up to 

him like that. 

Therefore, Old Madam Zackman could not believe it, no matter what. 

“I heard Old Master Zackman say he often played chess with you. 

“Why don’t we play a game?” 

Sean looked at Old Madam Zackman and suddenly requested. 

“What?” 

Old Madam Zackman froze again. 

However, she quickly turned her wheelchair, pulled open a drawer, and took out a chess set. 

The chess set was made of ivory. It felt smooth and of good quality. 

Once the chessboard was set, Old Madam Zackman and Sean played against each other. 

“Some people treat patients with medicine, others with medical equipment. 

“Are you trying to cure me with chess?” 

Before they started the game, Old Madam Zackman slowly looked up at Sean. 

“How can I cure you if you’re not sick, Old Madam? 

“I’m playing chess with you because Old Master Zackman taught me to play chess, Old Madam.” 

Old Madam Zackman was instantly enlightened as soon as Sean said that. 

someone, even about that person’s features and appearance, as well as small habits in life. 

things you could not lie 

their chess-playing style. 

had played thousands of times with Casper. 



Sean had learned chess from Casper, Old Madam Zackman 

“I’ll go first.” 

aggressive. She picked up a pawn and placed 

could move from one corner 

followed with 

Madam Zackman’s chess moves were 

person, nor did she look like an elderly who had not eaten for two years. On the chessboard, she was as 

swift and decisive as a heroine. 

gave people an 

as he kept retreating. He had a hard time 

Old Madam Zackman thought Sean 

such circumstances, it was inevitable that Old Madam Zackman felt 

play 

Madam Zackman’s rook went up in a straight line and 

not the end yet, 

his voice was calm. 

“Haha…” 

Zackman shook her 

suspected that Henry brought Sean here 

Sean to say what 

loved playing chess all her life, and it was nice to have someone play 

no hurry 

many of Sean’s chess pieces were already 

chess pieces had crossed over into Sean’s 

out her plan and 

pieces were scattered. 

Zackman was trying to figure out how 

was now focused on 

move was murderous. 



Old Madam.” 

up a chess piece and slowly put it down. 

Slap! 

a clear noise when the ivory chess 

instantly widened at 

“Well…” 

sat up straight and looked at the chessboard. 

Chapter 1392 

She had lost the game. 

However, Sean’s tactics were not Casper’s style at all. 

“Old Madam, you’re a good chess player. 

“After playing with Old Master Zackman for years, I’ve learned his ways. I’m more likely to lose than win 

if I play his way.” 

Sean smiled and explained softly. 

“So what are you trying to say?” 

Old Madam Zackman looked at Sean and asked indifferently. 

“I’d like to play using Old Master Zackman’s way this time.” 

Sean said as he began to reset the chessboard. 

“Here!” 

Old Madam Zackman would not reject him. 

“After you.” 

Old Madam Zackman said after the chessboard was set up. 

Swoosh! 

Sean picked up the chess pieces and started to move. 

Thud! 

Thud! 

They struck fast, and the sound of the chess pieces landing was clear. 

“Knight, pawn, bishop…” 

Old Madam Zackman muttered as she made her move. 



The more she went on, the more shocked she became. 

Sean was not playing chess. 

reproduced 

had played chess with Old Master Zackman her whole life. They had played over a 

knew each other’s 

moves. Whenever he made a move, Old Madam 

playing the game as Old Madam 

fake other things, but 

Zackman knew full well how stubborn 

him had to 

chess-playing style was the same 

Zackman even thought for a moment that Casper was sitting across from her instead of 

Swoosh! 

of the game, Old Madam Zackman pushed 

h*ll 

Madam Zackman stared at Sean 

“I’m Sean. 

name is 

at Old Madam Zackman and 

came to my 

slightly reassured 

not many people 

Henry 

that was 13 years 

gently and said 

“How do you know?” 

Madam Zackman asked 

in and brought me to the 

ten years in the Northwest 



chess piece 

“Whew!” 

breathed a sigh of relief. She 

Lennon’s a 

did he die on the verge 

clenched her 

you that I was discharged from the army two 

an injury. 

don’t know what happened in those 

shook his head 

identity was 

the army thought Sean 

did die in 

like when the kings passed away in the past. They would not let 

Chapter 1394 

Old Madam Zackman’s eyes were vaguely red. It was as if she had just cried. 

However, a rare smile appeared on her face. 

Henry could not even remember the last time he saw Old Madam Zackman smile. 

“Old Madam, how… how are you feeling?” 

Henry quickly walked over to help Old Madam Zackman. 

“I’d like to eat some beef stew” 

As soon as Old Madam Zackman spoke, Henry’s wife immediately widened her mouth. 

The family of three was all the more dumbfounded. 

Was Sean that amazing? 

What on earth had he done to Old Madam Zackman? 

She was originally a patient who would not eat or drink. 

Sean did not use medication or give her any injections. He just talked to Old Madam Zackman alone, and 

now she wanted beef stew 

They had no idea what Sean had said to Old Madam during those two hours. 



All they knew was Old Madam Zackman was a different woman now, even if she was not glowing! 

“Mr. Lennon, can can she eat?” 

to look at Sean 

“Why not? 

Let her help 

replied with a 

I’ll make it right 

her apron and went to the 

whole family was 

patients knew what it was 

seemed to be shrouded in haze and in 

enveloped the Zackman family for more 

Everyone was suddenly happy! 

are… are you 

also came 

boy, Mr. Lennon’s 

“I’ve recovered.” 

Zackman nodded gently 

Henry’s 

“Mr. Lennon, I’m sorry!” 

son looked at Sean and bowed in 

“It’s over. 

have business to attend to, 

waved his hand and was about to 

“Mr. Lennon, wait… 

“Stay for a meal…” 

forward 

grateful 

did not know what to do to express 



“Some other time. 

Chapter 1394 

Old Madam Zackman’s eyes were vaguely red. It was as if she had just cried. 

However, a rare smile appeared on her face. 

Henry could not even remember the last time he saw Old Madam Zackman smile. 

“Old Madam, how… how are you feeling?” 

Henry quickly walked over to help Old Madam Zackman. 

“I’d like to eat some beef stew” 

As soon as Old Madam Zackman spoke, Henry’s wife immediately widened her mouth. 

The family of three was all the more dumbfounded. 

Was Sean that amazing? 

What on earth had he done to Old Madam Zackman? 

She was originally a patient who would not eat or drink. 

Sean did not use medication or give her any injections. He just talked to Old Madam Zackman alone, and 

now she wanted beef stew 

They had no idea what Sean had said to Old Madam during those two hours. 

All they knew was Old Madam Zackman was a different woman now, even if she was not glowing! 

“Mr. Lennon, can can she eat?” 

turned to look at 

“Why not? 

on. Let her help herself.” 

replied with a smile. 

make it 

picked up her apron and went to the kitchen. 

whole family 

patients knew what it was 

seemed to be shrouded in haze and 

had enveloped the Zackman family for 

was suddenly 



are… are 

over in huge 

Mr. Lennon’s a 

“I’ve recovered.” 

Zackman nodded gently as she 

made Henry’s son redden 

I’m 

son looked at Sean and 

“It’s over. 

to, 

waved his hand and was about to leave. 

“Mr. Lennon, wait… 

for a 

and stopped Sean. 

grateful to 

what to do to express his gratitude. 

“Some other time. 

know I have things to 

Chapter 1395 

“You must send Mr. Lennon back safely!” 

Henry knocked on the car window and spoke sternly to the driver. 

“Yes!” 

The driver nodded, started the car, and slowly drove away. 

Henry stood where he was until the car disappeared before hurrying home. 

Old Madam Zackman was sitting on the couch. 

Henry’s wife and son accompanied him by staying beside him. 

The beef stew was simmering in the kitchen, and the fragrance was beginning to waft everywhere. 

It was the most regular atmosphere in a family, but it had not appeared in Henry’s family for more than 

a year. 



They were always in a bad mood because of Old Madam Zackman’s illness. 

Old Madam Zackman was in a wheelchair and had to be attended to day and night. 

Later, Old Madam Zackman ate less and less until she even lost her appetite these two days. 

No one knew how frustrated and helpless Henry had been. 

Henry was filled with emotion when he saw this harmonious scene. 

He was also more grateful to Sean. 

“Old Madam, how did Mr. Lennon treat your illness?” 

Henry also came over, curious. 

“Yes, Grandma. Tell us!” 

urged him repeatedly 

ill, so how can he 

Zackman waved her hand slightly 

did you and Mr. Lennon talk about for 

paused for two seconds before 

games of chess 

beamed at 

she was more affectionate to Sean than to 

and the rest 

games 

paused for two seconds before asking again. 

games of 

Madam Zackman 

“Well…” 

wife 

and he cured the legs of someone in a wheelchair. 

two games of chess, and he gave someone who had not 

and his family were curious, but they could not ask much if Old Madam Zackman refused to say 

anything. 

“Anyway, remember. 



Lennon is our guest of 

I die one day, you must be polite 

Madam Zackman was stern when she 

kidding 

worry. Mr. Lennon 

him 

repeatedly. He would do so even if Old Madam Zackman 

was a 

good child would never be ungrateful. 

to Sean for 

*** 

On the road. 

in the back of the car and slowly took out an envelope. 

was sealed with a stamp. Besides that, it was stapled twice. 

Chapter 1396 

“It’s nothing.” 

Sean whispered back, waving his hands slightly. 

“Ahem, Mr. Lennon. I have a relative who’s in pretty much the same situation as Old Madam Zackman. 

“I wonder if you could…” 

The driver coughed gently and was about to speak. 

“No.” 

Without waiting for the driver to finish, Sean quietly refused. 

“Uh…” 

The driver froze, and his face reddened with embarrassment. 

However, Sean only turned his head to look out of the window at the scenery flashing by. 

Although he knew medicine, he had no intention of practicing medicine to help people. 

If he agreed to help the driver today, more people would be asking him to help them in the future. 

They would be looking for him to help with all kinds of illnesses. 

There were too many patients in the world. Sean did not have time for all of them. 



Therefore, he went with the flow in matters such as curing people. 

If there were a chance, he would not hesitate to help. 

However, he would never devote all his time to curing people. 

The way to save people was not only with medicine. 

Sean used to be in the army, killing enemies, ensuring world peace, and thus saving lives. 

“Sorry, Mr. Lennon. It was rude of me…” 

blushed and apologized profusely. 

“It’s alright. 

busy these days. I’ll have a look at them when 

for two seconds but did not reject him 

“Yes! Yes!” 

driver nodded repeatedly, excited. 

the orphanage, go 

at the 

Villa? Which Riverside Villa?” 

when he heard 

by 

Sean’s answer, the driver’s eyes widened 

was worth hundreds of millions of 

time ago, the villa was reported on the news after it 

did not realize Sean had 

you wanted if you 

could spend five billion to bid on 

mere villa 

could not help but wonder how Sean got so much money at 

was wealthy. With his miraculous medical skills, he 

would want trouble by going against such 

could not 

he knew what Jimmy was about to 



Riverside Villa. 

on the top floor. 

it in 

plan is going 

government contacted Ray 

out Leonard had asked them for 

good. We can be friends with 

and took a sip. He was pleased with what 

go on 

don’t think too highly of Leonard.” 

answered while he picked up the profile and 

what do you mean… 

to something by cozying up to us?” 

Chapter 1397 

“Commander, I had no idea we would start a company.” 

Zander said emotionally as he held the profile in his hand. 

“Not only can we get rid of scum but also increase our importance, so why not? 

“If we want to meet powerful people and ask for their help, we must improve ourselves. 

“The bigwigs you cling onto aren’t called connections when you’re incapable. 

“Real connections aren’t about how many people we know, but how many people want to know us.” 

Sean picked up his coffee cup and walked slowly to the French window. 

“Got it.” 

Zander took it in carefully before nodding repeatedly. 

He knew if Sean’s identity in the army was exposed, there would be countless people who would want 

to be friends with Sean. 

However, Sean was no longer in the army and did not have the power he once had. 

Even after he was exposed, there might be a lot of unnecessary trouble. 

Therefore, he could not use his identity at will. 

The only way to increase their leverage was through their finesse in business. 



They could only establish their status and weight through the business circle. 

a list 

p.m., Milan 

list and slowly handed 

“Milan Hotel?” 

looked at the list yet and was surprised to 

“Yes.” 

Sean nodded gently. 

is this Milan Hotel the one opposite Billion Trees Real Estate’s 

Sean before asking again. 

“That’s right” 

Sean nodded again 

“Well 

froze before flipping through the name list slowly 

right opposite Billion Trees Real Estate’s headquarters. 

a block away from each 

entrance from 

no idea what Sean meant by treating people 

he saw 

were all Jimmy’s friends! 

number one partners of Billion Trees Real Estate, which 

person on 

were wealthy and influential in Joules 

to dinner, they might not bother with them. 

circle these two days, and they probably would not dare 

Real Estate and Billion Trees Real Estate had been 

by inviting Jimmy’s friends to dinner at this 

come over at such a time? 

I wonder if they’ll go.” 



Chapter 1398 

Sean slowly turned around, walked to the table, picked up his phone, and looked at it. 

“What if they don’t go?” 

Zander thought for a moment before asking softly. 

After all, it was always right for them to be prepared in advance. 

“I will even go after Billion Trees. They’re nothing. 

“If they prefer to take the hard way. I’ll strike them down together.” 

As soon as Sean spoke, Zander immediately nodded without any more doubts. 

5.55 p.m. 

A private room on the fifth floor of Milan Hotel. 

Milan Hotel was located in the bustling business district of Joules Town. 

Just across the street was Billion Trees Real Estate’s headquarters. 

There were many company buildings around. It was a busy area. 

It was not dark yet, but the lights in the office buildings and on the streets were already on. 

It was as bright as day outside. 

In a private room near the window on the fifth floor of Milan Hotel, you could see a large view 

downstairs, including the entrance of Billion Trees Real Estate’s headquarters. 

was sitting in the private room, 

nearby, silently accompanying him. 

Knock knock! 

there was a knock 

your guests have 

respectful and polite 

“Please come in.” 

answered and went 

after another middle-aged 

people were over 40-about 

of them-five men and 

suits and ties, and the women wore expensive 



doubt that these people were 

luxury items 

to be measured in hundreds of millions of dollars. 

Real Estate’s size, Jimmy’s 

brought seven people 

knew how nervous he 

people were big shots in Joules Town’s business 

see their exclusive interviews on 

was no exaggeration to say that any of these seven 

in the 

that no one dared to 

dared not 

offended these people, the hotel would be destroyed no matter how strong their background was 

have a seat first. 

the door. Let me know if you need 

Chapter 1399 

"Mr. Lennon, the two of them have an emergency. 

"They couldn't make it, so..." 

A middle-aged man explained softly. 

Sean nodded his head gently. 

None of these people was a fool. Each was smarter than the last. 

At this point, they must know why Sean invited them. 

What Sean wanted to know was their attitude. 

Their attendance was indicative of this attitude. 

"Tell Jeffrey to proceed." 

Sean slowly turned his head to Zander and said. 

"Yes!" 

Zander immediately answered and walked out with his phone in hand. 

He said nothing in the whole process, nor did he say what to do. 



However, these seven successful people were shocked when they heard that. 

Sometimes, the more you did not know what the other person was going to do, the less confident you 

were. 

Sean invited them over for dinner today. 

They rushed here after struggling with themselves. 

However, they were prepared not to easily say what they had in mind. 

However, Sean just asked Zander to do something. What was he going to do? 

Were they going after those who did not show up? 

With that in mind, they got more uncertain. 

Some people wanted to meet with Sean and find a reason to leave early. 

However, looking at each other, no one dared to mention it. 

Eventually, they could only give up the idea. 

"Don't worry, everyone. 

go with the flow. What do 

gaze and said with a 

"Mr. Lennon, you're right!" 

crowd quickly forced a smile and replied with a 

"Serve the food." 

clapped his hands and shouted out 

moment, Mr. 

and answered before picking up the 

effort into the 

food and wine were soon on the 

turkey, sashimi, sea cucumber, wagyu beef, truffle mushroom soup, Milanese fried fish 

appearance and 

wine was 

wine was probably equivalent 

though these company owners were rich, they were 

generous with them, which was enough to show how important they were to 



However, Sean frowned slightly. 

ordered such expensive 

only ordered some cheap 

around to glance at the manager and quickly 

liberty of replacing his order with more 

that Sean ordered 

could not say much since 

Lennon, Sirs, and 

disturb you, I 

just press this button next to you, 

wine and dishes were served, the manager 

toast the VIP, who was eating 

certain level, the manager was not even qualified 

he dared not do so and left after the food and 

"Thanks." 

nodded gently, and the manager hurriedly waved his 

manager left the 

was now back in the private 

the seven people totaled 

slightly awkward 

constantly looking for 

go of themselves with Sean 

silent, making it impossible for the crowd to read 

even 

private room gradually fell into 

people and Zander silently put down their spoons 

Chapter 1400 

Sean learned from the profile that Gunther also had the shortest temper. 

He was the first to lose his composure. 



"Don't you know why I’ve asked you here?" 

Sean put down his spoon and fork, picked up a paper towel, and wiped his hands. 

"We don't." 

The crowd shook their heads. 

Even if they did, they would say otherwise. 

In a conversation, the first to say what was on their mind would inevitably lose an advantage. 

Therefore, they would not confess easily. 

"Okay, let me make it clear to you. 

"I want you to take a stand. 

"I wonder what you think." 

Sean slowly looked up, his eyes scanning the seven people's faces. 

"What stand?" 

They glanced at each other and asked the obvious question. 

"Lennon Real Estate and Billion Trees Real Estate. 

"Choose one." 

Sean's tone was still calm. 

Hearing this, the seven people's expressions changed slightly. 

They figured out that Sean had probably called them over for this. 

After all, the news about the battle between Lennon Real Estate and Billion Trees Real Estate had gone 

viral in Joules Town's business circle in the past two days. 

Many people were watching to see who would have the last laugh. 

Sean had approached them at this point. How could they not figure out something? 

However, they still did not expect Sean to speak so bluntly. 

In a word, Sean wanted them to take sides and decide. 

young and wealthy. Lennon Real Estate will be successful in 

to have the opportunity to work with Lennon Real 

Trees Real Estate. Besides that, we have been working with each other for 

hard for 

next to Gunther coughed 



"Yes! That's right." 

we meant, Mr. 

We'll work with Lennon Real Estate 

Others chimed in. 

they saw 

asking which side 

are you giving 

eyebrows as he tapped the 

crowd's expressions turn ghastly as soon as he 

people was worth 

they were treated with courtesy wherever 

calling what they 

pointing them in the nose and calling 

could these people who were used to being arrogant 

wealth, he put up with it, but they were already 

particular, Gunther had a grim look flickering in 

"Tell me the answer. 

Don't 

glass of wine 

wine's color was reflected on Sean's 

face a little red too—looking like blood. 

we're done 

I'm sorry. We can't afford it. We're 

two seconds before 

you're going to take Billion 

gently and took a sip 

without speaking, 

if I tell you Billion Trees Real Estate is going to 

Estate family will dominate Joules Town's business circle starting 



choice will you 

put down his wine glass 

everyone widened their eyes 

Billion Trees Real Estate was going 

How was that possible? 

Sean said that he would make Lennon Real Estate dominate 

more 

business circle. Several leading enterprises were corporations worth tens of billions 

for Sean to dominate by stepping 

could not bring down 

Real Estate, he would never be able to put Lennon Real Estate on 

 


